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The Inverted
Overprint Error

By Lee Worthley

POSSIBLY no other error has received as much pub
licity as this one. Several newspaper articles con-

cerning the finding of one of those notes have been writ-
ten. I have talked with individuals who received these
upside-down notes from a bank, only to take them hack
and request "normal" notes. Currently, this error is very
desirable, because it is no longer being mistakenly
printed.

Aside from the $1.00 denomination, all the inverted
overprint notes known are from the 1950 series, and
none are known in any later series. This error was
caused when the sheet was inadvertently rotated 180 de-
grees before the overprinting operation. This could hap-
pen when a pressman removed a sheet of currency every
now and then for a visual inspection, and, finding noth-
ing amiss, replaced it on the pile, but upside down.

This remarkable error has been found in every de-
nomination except the $50.00. It seems highly unlikely
that at least one full sheet of $50's was not printed up-
side down, but nowhere can I find evidence of one
$50.00 invert. I have scanned auctions of years gone
by with negative results, and correspondence with in-
terested error collectors has produced nothing, not even
the whereabouts of one single $50.00 invert. There are
still large unknown currency collections, and perhaps
one of them has this denomination hidden away. I
would certainly welcome any information pertaining to
this unknown note.

Each passing year finds this error tougher to find, as
the last ones were printed in the late 1950s. The $1.00
denomination is the most common, when it can be
found. And this is the only denomination that has more
than one variety. Some of the $1.00 inverts had the
signatures and series year inverted, while the serials
and the Treasury Seal were normally printed. The re-
cent Julian Marks auction had one such note. This note
is also pictured in the Donlon catalog of small-size pa-
per money. The $2.00 note is the rarest, with only two
or three accounted for. But here again we can assume
some are hidden in large unknown collections. The
$100.00 note is extremely scarce, with only a small hand-
ful known.

Even the star series did not escape this error, and
$1.00, $10.00, and $20.00 invert start notes are known.
While this mistake occurs mainly in the small-size notes,
several large size $1.00 notes are known, the most com-
mon being from the Grinnell auction.

It seems unlikely we will ever see a comeback on this
error due to the newer and more advanced printing
methods and the fact that inspections are keener now
than they ever have been. Those who have this error
in their collections have a real showpiece.
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